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Information Sheet 
Repeat Sign: 
The repeat sign has two lines like a double measure line and a colon (two dots) in front of the 
lines, in the second and third space of the staff. The repetition starts at the beginning of the 
song or is marked by a similar sign with the dots facing to the right (mirror image of the repeat 
sign). 

There are different signs to mark different ways of repetition:  

If there is only one repeat sign – repetition starts at the beginning 

If there is a mirror image of the repeat sign – repetition starts at that sign 

If it says „Da Capo“ – repetition starts at the beginning („Da Capo“ means „from the 
head“) 
If it says „D.S.“ – repetition starts at the Dal-Segno-sign („Dal Segno“ means „from the 
sign“) 
If it says „Da Capo al Fine“ – repetition start at the beginning and continues until „Fine“ 
printed in the music („Fine“ means „end“) 

First and second ending:  
If there is a numbered bracket above the measures – repeat and follow the 

numbers. First you sing the music including the notes underneath the first bracket. When 
you come to the brackets during your repetition, leave out the measures underneath the 
first bracket and jump directly to the measure underneath the second bracket…  

 

Introducing the Repeat Signs: 
The students learn the rhythm exercise with the known rhythm syllables. 

The teacher introduces body percussion (clapping, stomping, speaking…) to the printed rhythm.  

E.g.:  
 
               Da-a  da  da    titi  da  da  titi   da  sh  da  sh   da-a-a  titi  

The teacher asks one of the students to decide how often the line should be repeated. 

Practicing the idea of repetition in a fun attention game: 
The students repeat one specific measure before continuing to the end of the rhythm line.  
The teacher shows which measure to repeat by showing the number of the measure with their 
fingers.  
For example: The teacher shows three fingers, the students will speak the first, second and 
third measure, repeat the third measure, and then continue speaking the forth measure.  
 
For making this more visible, the teacher can also write the rhythm onto the board. The teacher 
can then point at the corresponding measure, or better yet draw repeat signs to the 
corresponding places.  
On the board, the teacher can wipe out and change the position of the repeat signs and let the 
students speak the rhythm line again. 
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Variation for Advanced Students: 
The teacher speaks or plays the rhythm line repeating a certain section. The students guess 
what kind of repeat sign would have to be printed on the line. 

For preschool children, the teacher can start introducing the idea of repetition with pantomimic 
gestures e.g. imitating animals.  
After deciding on the gestures for the animals, the teacher tells them how often they should 
repeat those gestures by telling them a story where the animals appear in a certain number. 
E.g.: there are three lions (the kids repeat the lion-gesture 3 times) coming across the savanna 
when five elephants (the kids repeat the elephant-gesture 5 times) appear from a mud shower 
in an oasis…  
 

 

Game for Da Capo:  
To explain “Da Capo” you can use the song “Head and shoulders, knees and toes” – because it 
starts with “head” again. 
The teacher sings the song with the children, adding the gestures (touch the part of the body 
that appears in the lyrics).  

 
 
After singing it once, the teacher says “Da Capo” and explains that this means singing from the 
beginning, because in Italian it means “from the head”. Together they sing the whole song 
again. 

To make a game out of it, the teacher interrupts the song by calling out “Da Capo”. 
Immediately the group starts the song from the beginning. Also a student can interrupt the 
song by calling “Da Capo”. 
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The teacher writes the lyrics on the board:  

 

Together with the students they decide on the location of the barlines and subsequently on the 
type of repetition signs to use. 

Possible answer:  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Running Game:  
The teacher prints the different repeat signs from the teacher’s material. (Segno, repeat signs 
in both directions, Fine, 1st and 2nd ending, and treble clef). He places those on the walls in the 
classroom, ideally along one path, starting with the clef. 

The teacher holds up a specific sign, the students name it and run to the corresponding sign on 
the wall. For example: when the teacher holds up a sign that says “Da Capo” the children must 
run to the clef. 

The children start their journey at the clef and stroll leisurely along the wall.  
When the teacher shows the basic repeat sign (a colon and two lines) the children run back to 
the closest repeat sign (facing to the right) and then continue strolling towards the end of the 
wall.  
If the repeat sign is connected with 1st and 2nd ending, the students run back to the closest 
repeat sign (facing to the right) and then continue strolling until 1st ending, running to 2nd 
ending and continue strolling. 
When the teacher shows the “Dal Segno” sign the children run to that sign on the wall and start 
their journey from there.  
When the teacher shows the “D.C. al Fine” the children once more start from the clef and when 
they reach the Fine, the game is over. 

Variation: 
In addition to the repeat signs, the teacher can show an “allegro” or “adagio” sign (or one of 
the picture from wm8c). When the teacher shows allegro, the children go fast, until the teacher 
shows adagio. The children should only walk fast along the wall instead of running, so that they 
can pay attention which sign the teacher shows next. wirth method
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Exercise Sheet 24a 
Draw the Repeat Signs:  
The children draw the repeat signs that are given on the sheet. They draw on top of the grey 
versions of the repeat signs to get used to the form and then use the provided spaces to draw 
them on their own. In the last line any symbols can be practiced.  

 
Sight Reading Exercise:  
1.The children sing the melody on the exercise sheet. (If possible without help from the teacher 
playing it on the piano.  They should already know the melody from the exercise sheet 
wm23b.) 
2.The teacher sings each melody, repeating the whole melody or only a short section. The 
students draw the repeat signs according to the teacher’s repetitions. 
 
Possible Answer:  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Exercise Sheet 24b 
Draw a Train Ride:  
This exercise sheet is for younger children (age 4 to 8.) 
Each student will need two copies of this exercise sheet. 

The train goes past different stations, where musical things happen.  

The teacher draws the six rhythm patterns and the designated pictures (situations) on the 
board; 

   cow 
 
   clock 
 
   Running shoes 
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   bell tower 
 
   car (horn) 
 
   drummer 

 

A) The teacher drums, speaks or sings those rhythms with a fitting sound, the students 
repeat them.  

B) The students and the teacher connect each one of the pictures (situations) to the 
according patterns.  

C) One of the students decides which of the situations they visit first on their train ride. All 
students draw that situation into the first window, while the teacher repeatedly sings or 
plays the corresponding rhythm pattern with a fitting sound, slowly changing into the 
abstract rhythm. 
Another student can choose the next situation – all students draw the corresponding 
picture into the next window – and so on. 

D) The teacher tells a story of a train ride in which the class visits those six different 
situations. As soon as the teacher mentions one of the six situations, the students are 
supposed to jump up, point at the corresponding picture on their exercise sheet. The 
teacher asks the students to draw the repeat sign      next to the window.  
The whole class repeats the rhythm assigned to that picture several times. 

E) Possible game: A student points at one of the pictures, the whole class plays or speaks 
the rhythm twice, followed by an improvisation with the length of two measures. The 
rhythm of the picture is performed twice again before the next person improvises, etc. 

 

Exercise Sheet 24c1 + 24c2 
Rhythm Building Blocks:  
There are many building blocks of rhythms and repeat signs for the students to cut out. 

The teacher drums or speaks a certain rhythm of one of the building blocks. The students start 
their rhythm line with that block. The teacher or a chosen student continues similarly. (The 
teacher has to make sure that there will be repeated rhythm patterns of one or more 
measures.) 
The students are supposed to find those repeated patterns, take out the repeating blocks and 
use repeat signs instead. 

As a variation, the students create their individual rhythm lines by putting the building blocks in 
their personal order. There will and should be repetitions of rhythms. The teacher will ask some 
of the students to drum or speak (using the rhythm syllables) their own rhythm line. 

Again, the students remove some building blocks and use the repeat signs instead. They can 
also put in D.S. signs. Then they speak the rhythm with the rhythm-syllables or invent a 
song/lyrics based on that rhythm.   

Variation for advanced students: 
The teacher can play or clap patterns of several measures, using the provided rhythm blocks. 
The students put them in the correct order. 
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Exercise Sheet 24d 
Melody without Bar Lines:  

“The bear ate away the bar lines! Draw the bar lines into the music.” 
There is a melody in 4/4 time, but the bar lines are missing. The students draw the bar lines in 
the correct spots. The teacher sings the melody, repeating some of the measures as printed 
underneath. The students read along and insert the repeat signs on the corresponding spots. 

 
Answer:  
 
 
 
 
 

 

After inserting the repeat signs, the group sings the song: (always minding the repeat signs) 
Sing the pitches without the rhythm with the names of the pitches (do, re, mi, so, la, do) 
Speak the rhythm with the syllables “da, da-a, ti, sh” 
Speak the lyrics in the rhythm 
Sing the melody with any syllable (lo, doo) 
Sing the melody with the rhythm with the names of the pitches 
Sing the song with the lyrics. 

 

Fill the Gaps: 
In this exercise, some notes and the repeat signs are left out. The teacher sings or plays the 
melody (or part of it), the students repeat singing it and draw the missing notes on their 
exercises sheet and repeat signs accordingly. The teacher repeats the entire exercise including 
the repetitions. The students draw the repetition signs into their sheets as well. 

Answer:  
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Exercise Sheet 24e 

Write:  
The students listen to this printed melody played by the teacher.  They write it down onto the 
staff on their exercise sheet. 

To make it easier, the teacher divides the melody into shorter sections. First, the children 
concentrate only on the rhythm and draw it with long and short lines above the staff or even 
better, write the correct note values. As a second step, the students write the correct pitch in 
the rhythm onto the staff. 

(For many students it is helpful to sing the notes before writing them down) 

Answer:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Compose Your Own Song: 

There is a motif on the exercise sheet.  

The students sight read the motive and repeat it several times. (First only the rhythm, then 
with the pitches.) 

The teacher gives some examples of possibilities how to create variation of this motive. 
Changing the rhythm by making notes longer or shorter 
Leaving out notes and putting in rests 
Changing individual notes to a higher or lower pitch 
Changing the order of notes, like writing it backwards 

The students compose a song using that motive and some repeat signs, which are printed 
underneath. They create their own melodies by varying and repeating the motive. It is also 
possible to use the two measures of the motive separately. Ideally, the composition is eight 
measures long. 

The students should use some or all of the signs: Da Capo al Fine, basic repeat signs and first 
and second ending.  
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Exercise Sheet 24f 
 

Ornamentation:  
This exercise is geared towards advanced students. 

The students sing the printed melody. (First drum the rhythm, practice difficult jumps, sing as 
provided using solfège syllables.) 

In the repetition the teacher adds ornamentation. Then students sing their own ornaments in 
the repetition. Similar to a Rondo, the whole class sings the original melody in between each 
individual variation.  

Suggestions for ornaments: 
Adding more notes 
Splitting note values (e.g. making two eighth notes out of one quarter note) 
Changing the pitch of individual notes 

The students compose their own variations, writing them onto the staff. 

 
Variation:  
The whole class sings the variations of the students 
The teacher writes some (two to three) of the variations onto the board and gives them 
numbers (like brackets). The class practices those melodies.  
The class starts with the original melody. The teacher points at the variations on the board to 
show the students, which variation they should sing as a repetition. 

 

Optional Beginning: 
(for senior students) 
The teacher tells the students about a specialty of baroque times: When there was a repetition 
in music, it was nearly always variated or ornamented. That is why in baroque music there are 
many arias, that are repeated from the start (Da Capo) to give the singers the opportunity to 
add ornamentations and show their virtuosity. Those arias are called “Da Capo Arias”, because 
they begin again from the head – “Da Capo”. Usually there is a part in the middle of the aria, 
which is not repeated. Listen to a Da Capo Aria such as: “He was despised” from the oratorio 
“Messiah” or “Al lampo dell’armi“ from the opera “Giulio Cesare“ both from G.F. Handel.  

 

Visual Ornaments 
Drawing visual variations can be an introduction to ornamentation! 

Especially younger students could do this exercise before the above. 

 

There is a square split into four quarters. In the first quarter there is a pattern or arrangement 
of different musical elements. In the other quarters, the students draw variations of that 
example. Each quarter should be different but should clearly be a visual variation, using the 
same elements as in the example. 
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